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Study the Lattice Distortion and Particle Size of One Phase of MnO by Using Fourier Analysis of X-ray Diffraction Lines  Khalid Hellal Harbbi      Sarab Saadi Jahil Department of Physics – College of Education (Ibn Al-Haitham) – University of Baghdad, Iraq  Abstract In this study, the Fourier analysis method was used for the analysis of the X-ray diffraction pattern of MnO (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222). The particle size of each X-ray line was calculated, the particle size of the manganese oxide was then calculated. The Fourier method was also used to calculate the mean square lattice strain of the manganese oxide and the results were as follows, where the particle size is equal to 7.9563 nm and the mean square strain equal to 0.3566 × 10-4. In order to determine the accuracy of the results of this method, other methods of analysis were used, such as the Debye - Scherrer method and Williamson–Hall method of analysis, and Modified Scherrer equation for calculating the particle size. The value of particle size and strain of these four methods was compared with the value of particle size and mean square strain of the Fourier method. Keywords: Lattice Distortion, Particle Size, Fourier analysis, X-ray Diffraction Lines  1. Introduction Diffraction peak profile analysis (or Line Profile Analysis, LPA) has recently been developed to such an extent that it can be applied as a powerful method for the characterization of microstructures of crystalline materials in terms of crystallite size-distribution and dislocation structures. Physically based theoretical functions and their Fourier coefficients are available for both, the size and the strain diffraction profiles. Strain anisotropy is rationalized in terms of the contrast factors of dislocations [Ungar & Gubicza]. X-ray diffraction profiles using Fourier analysis for single crystal Al and Cu samples subjected to micro scale laser shock penning. Specifically, the asymmetric and broadened diffraction profiles registered across the shock peen region were analyzed by the Fourier analysis method. Average strain, particle size and dislocation density[Chen & Yao  2004]. There are two basic techniques of x-ray line profile analysis: (i) Fourier space technique under which Fourier analysis (Warren 1968) also forms a part, and (ii) real space techniques like (a) integral breadth (Wagner and Aqua 1964), (b) variance analysis (Wilson 1962) and (c) peak- fitting methods (Keijseret al 1982). It has been shown that each of the above techniques leads to similar results for domain size, dislocation density etc [KAPOOR& LAHIRI  2004].The well-known Scherrer equation explains peak broadening in terms of incident beam divergence which makes it possible to satisfy the Bragg condition for non-adjacent diffraction planes. Once instrument effects have been excluded, the  crystallite size is easily calculated as a function of peak width (specified as the full width at half maximum peak intensity (FWHM)), peak position and wavelength. Warren and Averbach’s method takes not only the peak width into account but also the shape of the peak. This method is based on a Fourier deconvolution of the measured peaks and the instrument broadening to obtain the of true diffraction profile. This method is capable yielding both the crystallite size distribution and lattice micro strain[RIELLA, MARTINEZ&. IMAKUMA1988].In the case of sampled diffraction patterns, as in crystallography, Fourier refinement methods generally require a good approximation to the real solution before refinement is at all meaningful. The continuity of the observed Fourier transform partially removes this condition. One further piece of information, namely knowledge that the structure is of finite rather than infinite thickness, is sufficient to restrict the number of possible solutions to a very small number, and often to just one[ROBERT & DAVID 1979]. In this study was selected the particle size and mean square strain of  x- ray diffraction pattern of MnO nanoparticles using Cu K as shown in figure (1)  [Berman &Cohen 1990].  2. Theory 2.1 The Fourier Analysis Method                                                                                     x-ray diffraction pattern of a crystal can be described in terms of cattering intensity as function of scattering direction defined by the scattering angle 2 , or by the scattering parameters = 2 sin/ λ , where λ is wavelength of the incident radiation. Experimentally one can measure the integrated intensity profile function h(2θ ) or h(s) for the crystals. We shall discuss the X-ray diffraction for the mosaic structure model in which the atoms are arranged in blocks, each block itself being an ideal crystal, but with adjacent blocks not accurately fitted together. The experimental X-ray line profile (XRLP), (h) it is represents the convolution between the true sample (f ) and the instrumental function produced by a well-annealed sample and (g) it is described by the integral equation of the first kind [Karen& Woodward 1998].In addition to the line broadening due to the particle size  and strain ,there is a source of broadening due to the equipment itself (slit size , penetration in the sample ,imperfect  focusing).The source of broadening is called "instrumental broadening'' . A correction for the contribution of the instrumental broadening can be made considering that the x erimental profile h(x) is a convolution of the sample 
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profile f(x) and the nstrumental contribution g(x). h(x) = f(x)		g(x……………………….………………………………………..…………………...………...….(1) Using the properties of Fourier series ,Stokes [Warren 1969]. Demonstrated that f(x)could be obtained from the Fourier coefficient of g(x) and h(x).The g(x) profile is obtained through the standard sample ,in the same conditions as the experimental profile h(x)  [Stokes 1948]. Determination of the pure specimen-broadened profile as mentioned before the specimen's size and strain broadening can be obtained, the observed profile must be corrected for instrumental broadening. Most used methods are the Fourier-transform deconvolution method [Vives& Gaffet 2004,Smith 1934] and simplified integral-breadth methods that rely on some assumed analytical forms of the peak profiles. The iterative method of successive folding [Stokes 1948,Burger 1932] is not used extensively, and will not be considered here. Deconvolution method of Stokes from equation (1), it follow  that deconvolution can be performed easily in terms of Fourier transforms of respective functions: H(L) = G(L)F.…………………………………………………………….……………………………(2) where F(L), H(L) and G(L) are Fourier transforms of the true sample, experimental and instrumental function, respectively. The variable  L is the distance perpendicular to the (hkl) reflection planes . The crystallite size and lattice disorder can be analyzed as a set of the independent events of likelihood concept. The normalized F(L) can be described as the product of two factors,		 and 	
 The factor 			 describes the contribution of crystallite size and stocking fault probability while the factor	
  gives information about the mean square  strain of the lattice. Based on Warren and Averbach theory [Ergun 1968], the general form of the Fourier transform of the true sample for cubic lattices is given by relationships : 	  ( L ) = 				 || ……………………….……….…………………….………………………….(3)            
L 	 		 °		   ………………………………………………..………………………...… (4)  Where  !"## is the effective size $ %& ' ! Is the micro strain of the lattice , 	(°&  =(&+)&+*& and +&= 2,&(°&/-&	 it is known that whenever two or more x-ray line profiles (XRLP)of the same (hkl) plane family are present the particle size and the lattice disorder effects can be separated [Klug& Alexander 1974]. Diffraction from crystal planes occurs at welled fined angles that satisfy the Bragg equation nλ = 2d sin ……………………..………………..…………………….……………………….……. (5) Theoretically, intensity diffracted from an infinite crystal should consist of diffraction lines without width (Dirac delta functions) at some discrete diffraction angles. However, both instrument and specimen broaden the diffraction lines, and the observed line profile is a convolution of three functions[Raiteri &Senin  1978,Taupin 1973]. L is the Fourier length, defined as L = na3, where n is the integer and a3 the unit of the Fourier length in the direction of the diffraction : a3 = λ /2(sin θ2 − sin θ1) ………………….………………………….……………………… …..….. (6) where the line profile is measured from θ1 to θ2 and λ is the wavelength of the x-rays .   2.2  Debye - Scherrer Method The Debye - Scherrer equation, is a formula that relates the size of sub-micro metre particles, or crystallites, in a solid to the broadening of a peak in a diffraction pattern  [Huang& Parrish , Patterson 1939]. It is used in the determination of size of particles of crystals in the form of powder. The Scherrer equation can be written as:  D = Kλ /β cos………………….………………………………….………….…………………..….. (7) where D is the mean size of the ordered (crystalline) domains, which maybe smaller or equal to the grain size K is a dimensionless shape factor, and the value is taken to be 0.9 ; λ is the x-ray wavelength;  β is the line broadening at half the maximum intensity (FWHM), This quantity is also sometimes denoted as ∆ (2θ); θ is the Bragg angle measured. From the results it is concluded that the crystallite size is less than 100 nm .Scherrer equation D =  	./	01	2	was developed to calculate the nano crystallite size (D) by XRD radiation of wavelength λ (nm) from measuring full width at half maximum of peaks (3) in radian located at any 2in the pattern. Shape factor of K can be 0.62 - 2.08 and is usually taken as about 0.89. But, if all of the peaks of a pattern are going to give a similar value of D, then	3 .cosθ must be identical.The purpose of modified Scherrer equation given in this paper is to provide a new approach to the kind of using Scherrer equation, so that a least squares technique can be applied to minimize the sources of errors. Modified Scherrer equation plots ln	3against ln(1/cos) and obtains the intercept of a least squares line regression, ln kλ/L, from which a single value of L is obtained through all of the available peaks [Scherrer 1918]. This method seems valid as it gives intermediate values between Lorentzian and Gaussian assumptions then we can write the Scherrer equation as: 3∆&2 !5 6789:    ……….………...………………………………………………………………..(8) where λ the wavelength, 2 is the Bragg angle of reflection, and 3 
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is the integral breadth in radian [Anitha & Jayakumar 2015,Eric 2008]. And also calculate the strain from the equation : 3= 4%	;-< …………………………………...……………………………………..………...….……(9)  2.3 Williamson–Hall method The strain induced in powders due to crystal imperfection and distortion was calculated using the formula:  ε  />?@A2………………………..……………..…………………………...………………………… (10) the crystallites size  D is less than  1 µ m exhibit profile broadening. The integral breadth in radians is due to the effect of small crystallites is related to D by the equation [Delhez 1982], D =	 Bƛ/DEF2 ……………………..……………….……………………………..…………………….(11) width from crystallite size varies as 	 GHIJK  , strain varies as tanθ	as suming that the particle size and strain contributions to line broadening are independent to each other  . The observed line breadth is simply the sum of equations (10) and (11) as:  3 !	=	KQ/DCOSθ  + 4εtan	   ……………….……..…………………………….………….…….. (12)  [24,Stokes 1944] . Multiplying both sides of equation (12) by cos	, we obtain :  3 !cos   .W X 4%Z[<………………….…………………………………………………..………(13) is regarded as a straight line, y = ax + b. A plot of y = β cos against   x = sin is referred to as the Williamson– Hall (WH) plot since Williamson and Hall [Balzar 2004] proposed this methodology. However, this designation is somewhat unfair because Hall was the first to report the idea [Williamson &Hall 1953 ]. The slope of the straight line is ε while its y intercept is kλ/D. Equation (13) holds true for isotropic line broadening. If both of crystallite-size and micro strain profiles are Gaussian, then the plot is convex downward, having the same terminal slope at a high angle as the Lorentzian case and intercepting the y axis at kλ/D [Hall 1949]. The W-H plot is a very useful diagnostic tool for learning the kinds of profile broadening and determining approximate values of D and ε [Kisi& Howard ].  2.4 Modified Scherrer Method It is assumed that if there are N different peaks of a specific nanocrystal , then all of these N peaks must present identical L values for the crystal size. But, during the extensive research of the first author of thins paper, on different nano ceramic crystals, which were synthesized or mi-nerally achieved, it was surprisingly observed that each peak yields a different value and there is a systematic error on the results obtained from each peak .Further investigation approved the presence of a systematic error in Scherrer formula. In fact since D = B.	/.01	2.…………………………………………………………………………………………..……(14) If D is going to be a fixed value for different peaks of a substance, considering that k and λ and therefore kλ are fixed values, then it is essential that β.cos  be a fixed multiple during .This has never been observed and cannot be true. Modified Scherrer formula is based on the face that we must decrease the errors and obtain the average value of D though all the peaks (or any number of selected peaks) by using least squares method to mathematically de-crease the source of errors.  We can write the basic Scherrer formula as: 3 =   B	.W    .  GHIJ2 …………….………………………………….……………………………….. (15) ln 3 =  ln  B.	W    +  ln  GHIJ2 …………………………………….…………….……………………..(16) If we plot the results of ln β against  ln (1 / cos ) we get  a straight line on the curve  with an intercept of Y- axis and the particle size must be obtained  from the point of this intercept which is most accurate . After getting the intercept, then the exponential of the intercept is obtained [Lzumi 2014]: ]^		_     = `A?"a0"b?	= B	.		W       ……………………………………............…..……………………. (17)  3. Results and Discussion 3.1 Fourier analysis method The Fourier method was used to analyze x - ray diffraction lines for MnO nanoparticles whereas contains five lines,  such as (111) , (200) , (220) , (311) and (222) respectively (for manganese mono oxide JCPDF Card number 07-0230) with cubic system and face centered cubic lattice. The strong peaks along the plane (2 0 0), (1 1 1), and (2 2 0) indicate that the obtained product is highly crystalline and has grown in these directions. The figure (2) shows the values of h(x) of line profile (111) which is represent  the values of the intensity for each of the twenty steps, ten of which are on the right and the other ten on the left . The beginning and end of the steps were determined by the beginning and end of the X-ray diffraction line tails. After h(x) values were collected 
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from right and their values from the left. The average values of  Hr (t) were calculated for different values of variable (t)  such as   t = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10 and  the result listed in the Table (1). The values of g(x) of line profile  which is represent  the values of the intensity for each of the twenty steps, ten of which are on the right and the other ten on the left  for the line of diffraction that returns to the standard model and usually uses quartz as a single crystal. The ten values of g(x) . Each value was obtained for one value of (t ) , and g(x) values were obtained for Gr(t) and the results are listed in Table (2) . Equation (2)  was used to calculate the value  Fr (t) for each value of   H r(t)  and Gr(t) , and the results were included in the Table  (3). The same calculations were made for other x-ray diffraction lines such as (200), (220) , (311) and (222) and the results of Fr (t) , Hr(t) and Gr(t) are listed in Tables (4) ,(5) ,(6) and (7) respectively . The rate (Fr) t was then taken for each line of diffraction lines (111) , (200) , (220) , (311) and ( 222) Then the equations  (3) and  (4)  were used to determine the particle size  D  and lattice strain $ %& '  respectively  for the lines (111) , (200) . (220) , (311) and (222)  and the results are set out in the Table (8) and this Table shows that the crystallite size  increase with decrease the lattice strain this result is fails in some times because extract information regarding the size distribution and strain profile by analyzing the theta dependence of the cosine Fourier coefficients (which describe the symmetric broadening) . Therefore the disproportion between particle size and strain due to the some liens are not symmetric broadening .  3.2  Debye - Scherrer Method  In this method, equation (7) is used to calculate the particle size of each line of diffraction lines and β  in equation (7) represents FWHM calculated in radians and the wavelength of the copper is used equal to 0.15046 nm  and listed the result in Table (9) . also this Table shows the values of strain which was calculated using the equation (8) . In this method we can see that the inverse the relation between the   particle size  and strain .  3.3  Williamson–Hall Method In this study we have analyzed line diffraction profile by Williamson –Hall method ,we have used  Figure (3 )to calculate FWHM		3 !  and Then we have used  FWHM	3 ! and 2 to determine the 3 !  cos and 4sin for each peak MnO nano particles ,the results are listed in Table (10) ,the expression 3 !cos is the y-axis and 4sin is the x-axis in Williamson –hall plot as shown in Figure (3). Williamson –hall plot have been used to calculate the crystallite size D and the lattice strain % by using equation (13) .Graphically, the crystallite  size D is obtained from the y-intercept and the lattice strain % obtained from the slope . From the Figure (3) we get : D =  .`A?"a0"b? D = 9.864 nm As well from the slope represent values 	%  strain , then % =20.833*10> This method gives the results more accurate from Debye - Scherrer method because used the straight line which is gives the particle size (from the y-intercept ) and the strain (from the slope) in one times .  3.4  Modified Scherrer Method In this method equation (16) was used and plot the results of  ln β against  ln(1 / cos )  for the lines (111) , (200) ,(220) , (311) and (222)  to get  a straight line as shown in the Figure (4) . And from intercept of  Y- axis  we can get on the particle size because the intercept equal to ln (k λ/D ) . After getting the intercept, then the value of the intercept is Obtained by the equation:                                                                                                                            D =	 ./0e??`Af                                                                                                              Where k =0.9 and  λcu = 0.15405 nm , then D = 6.5081 nm In this method used the diagram to calculate the average  particle size for  all lines (111) , (200) , (220) , (311) and (222) as shown in Table (11) ,therefore the value of  particle size is different something from the value which is obtained by Scherrer method insipid of the two methods used full width at half maximum height, FWHM or 3 .Thus we can see the final results in Fourier analysis method and the other methods of analysis used in this work in Table (12) . The difference in the results of the calculation of crystallite size and strain between the Fourier method and other methods of analysis is the high accuracy in calculating the intensity of the diffraction curve in the Fourier method where this method is based on the calculation of the area under the curve.  4. Conclusions  1. Crystallize sizes below roughly 100 nm can accurately be evaluated  using powder diffraction techniques. 2.Microstrain, which arises due to point defects (vacancies, site disorder), dislocations and even extended defects can be evaluated using powder diffraction techniques. 
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3.The Debye Sherrer method does not give accuracy in the results because of the adoption of this method at the highest intensity without taking into account the intensity of integrated. This means that FWHM take only part of the X-ray diffraction line area.  4. The Debye -Sherrer equation can be developed in the computation of emotion as a new model The Debye -Sherrer equation can be developed in the computation of strain as a new model for the purpose of comparing results with other methods of analysis. Because Sherrer gives a volume connector. In general, this method gives results different from the way Debye - Sherrer because it is used in calculating the average particle size and strain through the plot .          5. In the Williamson -Hull method, particle size and strain are calculated by the constructor diagram that links the two variables. Therefore, the results of this method differ from the results of the Modified - Sherrer method , although both methods depend on FWHE calculations 6. When comparing the Fourier method in the analysis of x-ray diffraction lines and the methods of analysis used in this work. It was concluded that the results of the Fourier method are the most accurate results because this method is based mainly on the analysis of the X-ray diffraction line, starting from the line tails up to the top for the intensity and diffraction angle. Fourier methods are the most general method for extracting volume and intensity but require high accuracy in diffraction line analysis as well as in calculating granular size and emotion separately from each other.  
 Figure (1) : XRD of MnO nanoparticles .  
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 Figure (3): Williamson –hall plot of 3 !  cos ,4sin of MnO nanoparticles.  
 Figure (4) : The relation between ln 1/cos on the y-axis and ln β on  the x- axis of  modified Scherrer method.  Table (1) : the values of h(x) for (111) peak and  (x) and Hr(t) at all values of  t  from 0 to 10, at  (t = 0) 
 
x h(x) (2πxt)/60 cos(2πxt)/60 h(x)cos(2πxt)/60x h(x) (2πxt)/60 cos(2πxt)/60h(x)cos(2πxt)/60Hr(t)0 103 0 1 102.5 97.951 75 0 1 75 -1 95 0 1 952 68 0 1 67.5 -2 83 0 1 82.53 63 0 1 62.5 -3 73 0 1 72.54 50 0 1 50 -4 55 0 1 555 40 0 1 40 -5 48 0 1 47.56 38 0 1 37.5 -6 40 0 1 407 33 0 1 32.5 -7 30 0 1 308 25 0 1 25 -8 25 0 1 259 5 0 1 5 -9 21 0 1 20.510 1 0 1 1 -10 13 0 1 13498.5 481
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at( t = 1) 
  at (t = 2) 
  at (t = 3) 
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at (t = 4) 
  at(t = 5) 
  at (t = 6) 
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at (t = 7) 
  at (t = 8) 
  at (t = 9) 
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at (t =10) 
  Table (2) : the values of g(x) for standard peak and  (x) and Gr(t) at all values of  t  from 0 to 10,          at(t = 0) 
  at (t =1)  
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at(t = 2) 
  at (t = 3) 
  at (t = 4) 
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at (t = 5) 
 at(t = 6) 
 at (t = 7 )   
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at (t = 8) 
  at (t = 9)  
  at (t =10)  
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Table (3): The values of F(L), H(L) and G(L) for different  values of (t) of the line  (111) . 
                          Table (4) : The values of F(L), H(L) and G(L) for different  values of (t) of the line (200). 
  Table (5) : The values of F(L), H(L) and G(L) for different  values of (t) of the line (220). 
 
T Hr(t) Gr(t) Fr(t)
0 97.95 310 0.315967742
1 88.30670982 285 0.309848105
2 63.97051823 221.9451137 0.288226747
3 35.83393255 147.1725846 0.243482389
4 14.51123008 86.61593449 0.167535341
5 4.69313383 51.508148 0.091114397
6 4.023019793 36.65179608 0.109763237
7 6.500561224 29.42099292 0.220949757
8 7.253586007 20.94081616 0.346385067
9 5.147292124 10.76566563 0.478121121
10 2.014269707 3.274671358 0.61510591
0.318649981
T Hr(t) Gr(t) Fr(t)
0 194.8 310 0.628387097
1 178.5383399 285 0.626450315
2 136.4207732 221.9451137 0.614659953
3 84.7213454 147.1725846 0.575659833
4 40.5891308 86.61593449 0.468610436
5 13.88546928 51.508148 0.269578112
6 4.317448632 36.65179608 0.117796373
7 4.648396928 29.42099292 0.157995923
8 6.800855001 20.94081616 0.324765518
9 6.47191163 10.76566563 0.601162237
10 3.865128068 3.274671358 1.180310219
0.556537601
T Hr(t) Gr(t) Fr(t)0 105.25 310 0.3395161291 97.16058778 285 0.3409143432 76.16266043 221.9451137 0.3431598883 50.21820305 147.1725846 0.3412198224 27.67395791 86.61593449 0.3195019265 13.2936714 51.508148 0.2580887096 6.952381569 36.65179608 0.1896873367 5.292067696 29.42099292 0.1798738658 4.677980134 20.94081616 0.2233905359 3.300237873 10.76566563 0.30655214310 1.359523446 3.274671358 0.4151633240.325706802
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Table (6): The values of F(L), H(L) and G(L) for different  values of (t) 0f the line (311). 
  Table (7) : The values of F(L), H(L) and G(L) for different  values of (t)of the line (222).  
                          Table (8) : the crystallite size and lattice strain for the lines (111), (200) ,(220) , (311) and (222) of the x- ray diffraction of MnO nanoparticle for Fourier method .    Peak (hkl) 2θ degree  degree d nm L nm D nm $ %&'		10> 111 35.5 17.75 0.2527 6.162 5.3885 0.9699 200 40.6 20.3 0.222 9.427 16.087 0.1648 220 59 29.5 0.1564 10.162 9.0594 0.134 311 74.25 37.125 0.1276 8.854 3.6828 0.2583 222 70.75 35.375 0.133 8.753 3.9999 0.2562           7.64352 0.35664    
T Hr(t) Gr(t) Fr(t)
0 0.903 310 0.002912903
1 27.8958703 285 0.097880247
2 20.7559573 221.9451137 0.093518424
3 12.1608306 147.1725846 0.082629728
4 5.12112151 86.61593449 0.059124473
5 1.27092149 51.508148 0.024674183
6 0.38225188 36.65179608 0.010429281
7 1.00718977 29.42099292 0.034233711
8 1.63675286 20.94081616 0.078160892
9 1.54896944 10.76566563 0.143880508
10 0.90375871 3.274671358 0.275984551
0.09034289
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Table (9) : The particle size and strain calculation for the lines (111) , (200) , (220) , (311) and (222) for Debye – Scherrer method .   
  Table (10): The values of FWHM cos  and 4sin  for the lines (111) , (200) , (220) , (311) and (222) by Williamson –Hall method of XRD pattern of  MnO nanoparticles . 
   Table (11) : The values of ln(1 / cos ) and values ln β of the lines (111) , (200) , (220) , (311) and (222)  for the Modified Scherrer method . Peak (hkl) θ 	redian COS(θ) 1/cos(θ) ln1/cos(θ) 32 redian ln32 111 17.75 0.309639 0.952444 1.049931 0.048724 0.02027 -3.8986 200 20.3 0.354122 0.937951 1.066154 0.064057 0.01678 -4.0878 220 29.5 0.514611 0.870484 1.148786 0.138706 0.01574 -4.1513 311 35.375 0.617097 0.815562 1.226149 0.203878 0.01867 -3.9809 222 37.125 0.647625 0.797519 1.253889 0.22625 0.01796 -4.0193  Table (12): The results of crystallite size and lattice strain  of the Fourier analysis method , Debye – Sherrer method , Williamson-hall method , Modified Scherrer method. 
   Refrence T. Ungar and J. Gubicza .Department of General Physics, Eotvos University Budapest, H-1518, P.O.B 32, 
Peak β(2θ )redian θ degree 4tan(θ) cos(θ) D nm ɛˣ10 -^4
111 0.02128 17.75 1.2804 0.95239 6.7647 166.2126
200 0.01788 20.3 1.47964 0.93788 8.1731 120.8398
220 0.01293 29.5 2.26308 0.87142 8.7094 79.930608
311 0.02289 35.375 2.84002 0.81538 7.3445 80.6182
222 0.02253 37.125 3.02792 0.75698 7.6324 74.0752
7.72482 104.33528
Peak FWHM radian θ degree COS(θ) FWCOS(θ) SIN(θ) 4SIN(θ)
111 0.021282 17.75 0.952395 0.0202688 0.304864 1.219456
200 0.0178805 20.3 0.937888 0.016769 0.3469356 1.3877424
220 0.018089 29.5 0.870355 0.0157438 0.4924235 1.969694
311 0.0228958 35.375 0.81538 0.018668 0.578925 2.3157
222 0.0179644 37.125 0.79732 0.017964 0.603555 2.41422
D nm <ε^2>*10^-4 D nm ε*10 -^4 D nm
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